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Introduction: A View from the Present
In the twenty-first century, Scotland now sometimes seems a backwater with regard to the production of TV drama in Britain. Northern Ireland houses the global TV hit Game of Thrones (HBO, 2011 -) . Wales has seen spectacular growth in the last decade largely on the back of the successful revival of Doctor Who (BBC TV, 2005 -), which is produced in Cardiff. Scotland has struggled a little in comparison. Notwithstanding the notable exception of hit US series Outlander (Sony / Left Bank for Starz, 2014 -), which uses a purpose-built facility in Cumbernauld, Scotland seems in recent years to have got rather bogged down in endless debates about the location of a future national film and TV studio. 1 This might seem surprising, given that out of all the UK "nations and regions" Scotland is today undoubtedly the most self-conscious of its own national identity and distinctiveness from London, the most devolved politically and on a possible road to independence.
In terms of the BBC, still the biggest producer of TV drama in the UK for domestic consumption, the slippage has been tangible. There has been a noticeable "Doctor Who effect" on nations and regions TV drama. The revived show's unexpected success -initially under Welsh-born showrunner Russell T. Davies and original executive producer Julie Gardner (both of whom were instrumental in bringing the series to Cardiff) 2 -has had knockon effects. Suddenly Cardiff, which had not previously been seen as a big player in UK TV drama, came to be designated by the BBC as a national "Drama Hub". A new drama facility was built at Roath Lock within the city and network productions like the long-running Casualty (BBC TV, 1986 -), which had been previously filmed in Bristol, were relocated to it. BBC TV's Drama Department in Scotland has struggled to compete with Cardiff's huge rise in status. In recent years, it has tried, amongst other genre ventures 3 , to find a niche with adaptations of crime novels such as Case Histories (BBC TV, 2011-13), The Field of Blood (BBC TV, 2011 -13) , Stonemouth (BBC TV, 2015) and Shetland (BBC TV, 2013 -). But these dramas, often commissioned for runs of a few episodes and (in the case of the first three) networked by the BBC in the summer period, inevitably lack the presence and impact of big long-running "brands" like Doctor Who and Casualty.
Things were not always so. One of the most important aspects of researching and writing about the history of TV drama is the politics of remembering -of recovering histories in danger of being forgotten or overlooked with a view to showing that the way things are now is not the way things have always been or have to be in the future. 4 Up until Cardiff's mid-2000s ascent, Scotland in many ways functioned as a second centre of BBC TV drama production outside of London, with a rich history of success stretching back to the late 1950s and far exceeding the output of any of the other small UK nations. 5 This article will trace one aspect of that rich history: Scotland's "forgotten" contribution to the prime-time contemporary single TV play slot on BBC1. The one-off single drama is now, of course, an increasingly rare sight within British TV schedules, though it does still exist as a somewhat marginal form. But up until the mid-1980s, the single studio play or one-off film was at the heart of BBC TV drama production and widely regarded as a key measure of the BBC's public service broadcasting remit. Although it had become increasingly less prominent in ITV production by the 1970s, the single TV play at the BBC continued to function as a special space for the expression of 'the individual, dissident or questioning voice.' 6 It provided a platform as well as a training ground for writers (or 'television playwrights' as they were often called) to experiment and express themselves outside of the perceived constraints of series and serial production. Indeed, the history of British TV drama overall is inextricably bound up with the history of the single TV play.
Television drama in Britain began as theatre adaptations before gradually progressing to the commissioning of original one-off dramas specially made for television. It was only later that serial and series production began to dominate. 7 Scotland played a decisive role at key moments within this history: thus, uncovering the hitherto largely overlooked history of TV drama in Scotland enriches understanding not only of a local context of production but also the history of British TV drama as a whole. As this article will show, it was from Scotland that inspiration was drawn for BBC1's The Wednesday Play slot (BBC TV, 1964-70), which became a ground-breaking intervention within British television drama history. Later, when the contemporary single TV play began to fall out of favour in London during the 1980s, it was Scotland which took up the mantle and provided one last gasp of life for that tradition on prime-time BBC1. In a sense, therefore, the story of the single TV play in Scotland is also the story of the rise and fall of the BBC single TV play more generally.
The following article is structured into two main sections, titled "Rise" and "Fall", that survey Scotland's contribution to the rise and fall of the BBC single TV play. Though there were other slots for single drama across BBC TV to which BBC Scotland made periodic contributions, this discussion's principal focus is on the prime-time BBC1 contemporary play slot. Over the course of its history, this slot tended to draw the largest mass audiences for original plays on BBC TV. "Rise" examines the beginnings of TV play production in Scotland and the decisive role that Scotland came to play in the birth of The Wednesday Play. "Fall" considers how, with the 1980s demise of Play for Today (BBC TV, 1970-84) and the determination of BBC management in London to move to all-film production in order to compete with Channel Four, BBC Scotland was tasked with reviving a weekly titled single play (as opposed to film) slot on prime-time BBC1 for what ultimately proved to be the last time. Though the overall production aim turned out to be unsuccessful, some of the resulting output was not without interest and the whole history has tended to be neglected in wider scholarly discussion of the single TV play.
Rise: From J.M. Barrie to The Wednesday Play
Sixteen years after the initial launch of a BBC TV service in London, television officially came to Scotland on March 14, 1952 . To mark the occasion, the first televised play from Scotland was networked to UK audiences in the same week: a live broadcast from the Para Handy provided other opportunities as well. Episode Four, 'The Prize Canary' (tx. 08.01.60), was directed by James MacTaggart 10 , who first joined BBC Scotland in 1956 and worked alongside Maclaren throughout the late 1950s, also directing a few plays from the Glasgow studio for the UK network. In keeping with his acting roots at the Citizens' Theatre, adaptations of James Bridie plays were a particular focus of MacTaggart's. 11 In 1960, however, the BBC, in a search for new TV playwriting talent, instituted a contemporary Scottish playwriting competition presided over by judges including Donald Wilson, Scottish-born Head of the BBC TV Script Unit in London. The winning play was Three Ring Circus, by new-to-TV writer Jack Gerson. MacTaggart produced and directed it from the BBC Glasgow studio for UK network transmission on February 2, 1961. 12 Lez Cooke has described Three Ring Circus as the '"ur-drama" in a tradition leading to The Wednesday Play and beyond'. 13 Though Cooke records that the play received an 'outstandingly low' 14 reaction index from audiences, nevertheless it made professional colleagues as well as TV reviewers sit up and take notice. Introducing the play in that week's Radio Times, Donald Wilson praised a 'parable of modern times', asserting that its greatest virtue was perhaps 'its power to stimulate the imagination of those concerned in its production'. 15 This was echoed in the following day's Times review, which hailed MacTaggart's production under the headline 'Imagination Unleashed'. In stark contrast to the newspaper's previous charges of 'mediocre output' from the BBC's Scottish studio, the Times reviewer praised the play's 'stylized acting and elaborately fantastic production' 16 in terms of its realization of Gerson's existentialist premise of a young man who loses his memory and goes on a search for his identity within a fictionalized European police state.
MacTaggart, stimulated by the imagination of the play, had managed to disguise the limited resources of his Scottish studio through using its space inventively, via expressioniststyle techniques, to portray a crisis of identity in the modern world. Cooke points to 'MacTaggart's inclusion of rapid montages of still images in Three Ring Circus, alongside complex studio takes recorded on minimal "expressionist" sets' as the play's chief stylistic innovations, arguing that these are suggestive 'of a cinematic modernism associated with Eisenstein and the avant-garde filmmakers of the nineteen twenties'. 17 19 The aim of that 'new drama' was to free the grammar of television from what was regarded as the naturalistic 'tyranny of faces talking and faces reacting', 20 in order to tell a story in more exciting visual terms. Elwyn Jones, for example, argued in 1961 that: 'To tell a story in visual terms: that, and simply that, is the aim of Storyboard; to take the work of accomplished writers and translate it to the screen'. 21 These successes were rewarded when Sydney Newman, the Head of BBC TV drama since January 1963, invited MacTaggart to produce The Wednesday Play. Newman had admired MacTaggart's direction of a play which Newman had produced in his native Canada: The Junction [tx. 03.11.65]). 22 In making the move down south to London, MacTaggart had helped change the face of British television drama. 23 It is important to be aware, however, that his considerable inspiration and leadership in this regard had had its roots in his early work in Scotland.
MacTaggart produced thirty five Wednesday Plays over the course of 1965 prior to resigning, tired of the pressures involved in finding and bringing so many new TV plays to the screen and wishing to return to freelance directing. 24 
An autobiographical play by Greenock-born writer Alan Sharp, A Knight in Tarnished
Armour used Glasgow locations for its film sequences, was written and performed in a Glasgow patois, and featured a strong cast of Scots actors, including Paul Young and Paul Curran in the leading roles. An idealistic teenage dreamer, Tom (Young), goes to work for a private detective, Mr. Burnshaw (Curran), as his assistant. Tom thinks he is going to live out a fantasy world of Raymond Chandler novels but instead comes up short against the seedy reality of work for Burnshaw. 26 Reviewing the play the Sunday after transmission, The Observer's TV critic, Maurice Richardson, praised the authenticity of the dialogue but felt the play overdid the contrast between 'Tom's Walter Mitty quixotic fantasies and the squalid reality'. 27 The painful gap between the idealistic fantasies of youth and the grim realities of life "in the provinces" was a common contemporary trope, with Keith Waterhouse's 1959 novel Billy Liar and its subsequent stage (1960) and cinematic (1963) incarnations possibly its best-known expression. But the subject of disenfranchised youth was also a frequent one for The Wednesday Play as it sought to take forward Sydney Newman's original brief for a prime-time contemporary play slot that would be more attractive to younger audiences and would explore what Newman termed the 'turning points' of 1960s society. 28 Where the Buffalo Roam and A Knight in Tarnished Armour illustrate how, in its concern to widen the sphere of televisual representation of contemporary British society by actively embracing depiction of hitherto marginalised groups such as the young and the working class, The Wednesday Play was interested in seeking out new play subjects from across the whole of the UK in its quest to fill its many broadcast slots. 30 Maclaren received an MBE for services to TV drama; on his unexpected death in 1980, he was described in obituaries as the practitioner who had probably done more than any other 'to set and maintain the standards of television drama in Scotland'. 39 Roderick Graham, who had been appointed Head of TV Drama at BBC Scotland in 1976 to work alongside Maclaren, insisted that it was now the challenge for his department to make sure these standards lived on. 40 Frutti first aired, Bryden had a slate of single TV plays already in production. 42 In a marked change from the previous Pharic Maclaren / Roderick Graham regime, the new emphasis was on individually distinctive, and above all, writer-driven dramas reflecting contemporary Scotland, rather than serialized adaptations of Scottish literary classics or historical costume epics. 43 Bryden's background as a writer and theatre director meant he was particularly receptive to the development and nurturing of Scottish writing talent. According to drama director Mike Alexander, who worked at BBC Scotland in the early 1990s: Welland encouraged him to write. 45 Ever the mover and shaker, Bryden now not only enlisted McDougall for BBC Scotland but on a 1986 trip to New York showed McDougall's latest television script, Down Where the Buffalo Go, to the Hollywood actor Harvey Keitel. The latter agreed, on the strength of the script, to come to Scotland to play the lead role of Carl, an American patrolman stationed at the nuclear submarine base at the Holy Loch whose marriage with a local woman has reached breaking point. 46 Bryden had put together a formidable star package to showcase McDougall's new script, but at a time when the BBC as a whole was moving away from the writer-driven single play format. 1984 had marked the last season of Play for Today after a fourteen-year run. There was no longer a weekly titled slot in the BBC schedules for the contemporary single TV play. The 1982 launch of Channel Four, with its Film on Four initiative involving the financing of British films with television money for initial potential theatrical release followed by later TV screening, had made the model of the BBC single TV play suddenly look rather passé. The BBC decided to follow suit by ditching the Play for Today slot and launching its own all-film drama slot, Screen Two, in January 1985. 47 One problem with this move, however, was that films took longer to produce and get to the screen, which could militate against the tackling of topical subject matter. In addition, the expense of film drama meant fewer projects could be made. The frequent requirement for co-production monies also had the potential effect of compromising or even stymieing particularly controversial ideas for new works. Because of this, there was a feeling amongst certain practitioners that, with the demise of Play for Today, something had been lost in British television drama culture. This view was most influentially articulated at the end of 1985 by Alasdair Milne, now Director-General of the BBC. In an interview with industry trade journal Broadcast, Milne made clear his view that 'we haven't got the contemporary play sorted out yet… and we have to work that back… There's some more grist required. We are determined that the commitment to the single play will continue'. 48 Six months later, Peter Goodchild, Head of BBC TV Plays, responded to various industry and institutional criticisms by announcing the prospective return of Play for Today, which he had previously 'rested' in 1984.: A new set of contemporary plays for BBC1 would go into production: 'All will be shot on video and will air on a Tuesday night in a 21.30 or 22.00 slot'. 49 At the time of this announcement, Goodchild and Michael Grade, Controller of BBC1, were still discussing who would be series producer for the new initiative. But BBC Scotland under Bill Bryden, with its "old-school" commitment to writer-driven single drama, was a natural fit. Thus, Scotland took up the mantle of reviving the prime-time contemporary TV play slot on BBC1 at a time when London-based producers were eschewing it in favour of a move to all-film drama financed by co-production money within what Goodchild labelled the more 'commercially-minded BBC drama department' 50 of the 1980s. From London's point of view, hiving off the contemporary single TV play slot to the nations and regions provided distance from a format and brand it judged 'uncommercial' and 'tired' 51 , yet one which the BBC had nevertheless felt politically necessary to revive. At the same time, this move also allowed network centre to continue relatively unimpeded in its painful transition towards making feature films in order to compete with Channel Four. If new TV single plays, more cheaply made and shot mainly on video, died with audiences, then at least blame would be attributable elsewhere. 52 In this way, BBC Scotland provided one last gasp for the single contemporary TV play slot on primetime BBC1, now retitled as The Play on One 53 Attwood, tx. 01.03.88), proved the most controversial of the whole series' run, due to its depiction of soldiers at a US military airbase as 'a pack of drunk, drug-crazed, Red-hating, nuke-loving cowboys more likely to start a nuclear war than prevent it'. 55 In the tradition of earlier controversial Play for Todays, "Clean-Up TV" campaigner Mary Whitehouse complained; questions were asked in the House of Lords; and even Number Ten reportedly asked for a copy to see for itself what all the fuss was about. 56 Operating in an era of increased competition in television, The Play on One made liberal use of stars in order to entice audiences to tune in. Many big names were happy for the opportunity to appear in what was by this point the increasingly rare form of the single were very different to those increasingly on offer from the more prosperous, Thatcherite South. Shot mainly on video, rather than more expensive film, these networked Scottish plays set out to show the country that not all was well within the Thatcherite socio-political settlement.
One play which encapsulated this in an almost stereotypical fashion was A View of Harry Clark (wr.: Daniel Boyle; dir.: Alastair Reid, tx. 21.03.89). 61 In keeping with the slot's practice of using star names to draw audiences, this play starred Griff Rhys Jones and Elaine Paige. Both, however, were cast in very different roles from their usual comic and musical theatre personae respectively. Jones played the eponymous Harry, a social worker who, as he goes around an unspecified northern city (it is never made quite clear whether this is located in Northern England or Central Scotland), finds himself in increasing despair at the social wreckage he encounters and the walking wounded he has to help pick up and put back together again. Harry takes to drink, unable to cope with the pressures of his job. His wife Anne (played by Paige) grows increasingly concerned about him. Finally, Harry cracks and, haunted by all the terrible things he has seen, smothers to death his young daughter. She was the only thing he truly loved in his life and tragically he thinks he has managed to save her from witnessing all the horrors of the world he encountered in the course of his social worker duties.
As can be surmised from this bald summary, the gloom of this material was wholly unrelieved and laid on rather too thick. A View of Harry Clark was never going to gladden the hearts of a watching nation -with the possible exception, perhaps, of the rival broadcasters. Nevertheless, for those who did tune in on the strength of the play's two stars, this was indeed a very different northern "view" which was being offered in stark contrast to received late-1980s images and illusions of Britain as a booming, prosperous nation under the strong and determined premiership of Margaret Thatcher. Here, instead, was an odyssey around the lower depths that concerned itself with those forgotten and left behind by a national journey towards unbridled consumerism and untrammelled corporate wealth. This was a very different kind of image from those associated with contemporaneous discourses of upwardly mobile London Yuppies on the rise and on the make, typified in mainstream TV dramas such as Euston Films' series Capital City (ITV, 1989-90), set in the City of London during the financial boom years of the late '80s. Scotland, by means of its revival of the contemporary single TV play, had constructed an alternative stance of resistance: a last public service-informed stand of "authenticity" in perceived reaction to inauthentic and commercialized 'film-flam' representations increasingly emanating at this time from Southern production companies and centres.
Conclusion: The Politics of Remembering
In his poem concluding the famous British documentary film Night Mail (Dirs.: Basil Wright and Harry Watt, GPO, 1936), W.H. Auden wrote: 'Who can bear to feel himself forgotten ?' As the film ends with the Royal Mail night train entering Edinburgh, bringing letters to Scotland from people in London and the South, its underlying ideological message is one of national integration: Scotland deserved to be very much remembered, not least in light of the poverty and mass unemployment which had particularly afflicted it during the Great Depression. 62 Produced in the late 1980s at a broadly equivalent time of mass unemployment and a stark North-South economic divide, A View of Harry Clark also attempted to remember the forgotten people of "the North"; in this case, offering an antidote to increasingly dominant southern British TV representations of a world of conspicuous consumption and upward mobility.
By the same token, surveying the histories of BBC Scotland's contributions to TV drama and to the single TV play in particular, which are in danger of being overlooked or forgotten today, involves a similar politics of remembering. Ultimately, it is important to remember that BBC Scotland used to punch well above its weight in TV drama, both in terms of numbers of productions and network commissions. The way things are now, given Scotland's undoubted slippage in the era of "the TARDIS in Cardiff", is not the way things always were or have to be in the future. As this article has shown, BBC Scotland was once a leading producer of TV drama in the UK. Given the right combination of policies, personnel, support and resources, there is no reason why it could not be so again.
Notes

